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(:10). John Searl group from California visiting, Searl Magnetics Corporation, for 

collaborating with Keshe. NASA is watching this collaboration. Keshe will also bring in 

Iranian scientists. Problem with Teko, they used to bring pollution down to zero. Teko's 

complaint that they were to remain secret in background. Will release all documents, and 

show how the Technology was used and go public. Canadian spin-off with Health 

technology. (:35).  Red algae Bloom not from Fukoshima.  Keshe freely gave out a 

solution to US Military triangle craft, Nano coat inside of craft. (:43).  Sear; group 

describes their systems. John Searl had precise dreams and got Technology. The SEG 

converts ambient to energy. The generator flew up to the ceiling. Draws the plan for 

flying saucer. Controlled by hand radio operators.  (1:28). Searl flying saucer, keshe 

trying to find common ground with Searl. Keshe is willing to finance this project, but 

first need to understand the structure.  Searls craft is limited to the matter state because of 

the solid magnets. Keshe would use Gans in the 3 rings around the craft.  (CH3 Keshe 

use 17 because always on magnetic flow).  (1:48). Questions. The magnets are not 

normal, but are programmed with special frequencies wave forms. You never want to 

stop it, and it protects itself from corrosion, which is a loss of electron. You can simulate 

electromagnetic interactions with Software. Mike's hero was john Searl. Twinity occurs if 

you cut through the magnetic, which is a stable form of H. Mike says if you used the 

atomic structure of Neodyminian, as in Gans, it would be a trillion times more powerful. 

(2:13). Keshe says you could replace the neodynimian with a Gans.  (2:31). This is how 

we share the knowledge openly. You can use a pulse DC to heat. Science with no 

borders.  (3:00).  Chinese have manufactured small reactors for 399 euro. You fill with 

Gans and glue together. They're going to release the most simple power supply for life 

time for $1 as much power as want. (3:14).  Release documents about Fukoshima. We 

have the technology to clean up has to be made available to Russia and USA. By law 

Skype has to keep all communication for 2 years.  

 


